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Addition of H2 is one of the simplest carbene reactions
imaginable. Yet, this fundamental reaction has seen little experi-
mental study.1 Theory suggests that singlet carbenes can insert
directly into the H-H bond; reaction of singlet methylene is
practically barrierless, according to calculation.2 Triplet carbenes,
in contrast, should add H2 via an abstraction-recombination
mechanism, which calculations indicate might have a larger barrier
than singlets.3 Recently, Sander and co-workers have described
additions of a singlet4 and a triplet5 “super electrophilic” carbene
to H2 under cryogenic conditions. Spurred by these accounts, we
wish to report our matrix isolation studies which indicate that H2

additions not only may be more general for triplet carbenes than
previously suggested but also may offer an electronic-state specific
probe for diradicaloid biscarbenes.

We have reported thatp-bis(chloromethylene)phenylene (2)
exhibits spectroscopy and reactivity consistent with aσ2π2

quinonoid diradical electronic state.6,7 In contrast, fluoro analogue
6 has a bis-closed shell singlet carbene (σ2σ2) electronic config-
uration.8 Calculations support these assignments.7,9 Seeking
chemical probes that might distinguish these disparate electronic
extremes, we explored the possibility of H2 addition. Hence,
irradiation (366 nm, 90 m) ofp-bischlorodiazirine16 (Scheme 1)
in an Ar matrix doped with H2 (2%) produced the characteristic
IR spectrum of diradical2 (Figure 1).10 Warming the matrix to
32 K caused the disappearance of the bands of2 and the
concurrent appearance of IR bands of monocarbene4 (confirmed
by independent generation from diazirine5, Figure 1).11,12

Chlorocarbene4, whether generated from2 or from 5, could not
be induced to react with H2 at temperatures up to the degradation
point of the matrix (ca. 35 K). Similarly, neither phenylchloro-
carbene (7)13 nor a singlet alkylchlorocarbene,8, would react on
annealing in an H2-doped Ar matrix.14 Moreover, the bisfluoro-
carbene6 was unreactive to H2.

Recognizing that diradical2 might bear more electronic
similarity to an open-shell triplet carbene than a closed-shell
singlet, we explored the possibility of triplet carbene H2 additions.
Thus, 366 nm irradiation of diazocyclopentadiene (9) in 2% H2/
Ar at 10 K produced the well-known IR bands of triplet
cyclopentadienylidene (10, Scheme 2).15 On warming the resulting
matrix to 30 K, the spectrum of10 smoothly transformed into
that of cyclopentadiene (11, accompanied by carbene dimer).16

Similarly, we found that triplet phenyltrifluoromethylcarbene
(12)17 and triplet 4-oxocyclohexadienylidene (13)18 reacted readily
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Figure 1. (a) Difference IR spectrum showing conversion of diradical2
(“down bands”, from 366 nm irradiation of1) to carbene4 (“up bands”)
on warming to 32 K for 10 m in 2% H2 in Ar. (b) IR of 4 in Ar/H2 from
irradiation of diazirine5 at 366 nm for 1 h at 25 K.

Scheme 1

Scheme 2
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with H2 on annealing in Ar to give the corresponding adducts.16,19

In contrast, the carbenes were completely unreactive with D2 under
comparable conditions.

These results suggest the potential mechanisms shown in
Schemes 1 and 2, where the triplet carbenes and diradical/
biscarbene react through H-abstraction followed by recombination
of the resultant radical pair to give the observed products. The
closed shell carbenes and biscarbene, requiring concerted addition,
do not react under our cryogenic conditions.

Previous theoretical investigations have predicted that although
both reactions are highly exothermic, concerted insertion of singlet
CH2 into H-H has a negligible energy barrier,2 but abstraction
of H from H2 by triplet CH2 may have a barrier as high as ca. 10
kcal/mol.3 However, our admittedly limited survey implies that
at low temperatures, triplet carbenes can find a mechanism for
reaction with H2, whereas singlet halocarbenes cannot. We thus
carried out B3LYP/6-31G** calculations of several of the relevant
reactions and potential intermediates.20 Although this level of
theory may be inaccurate for these reactions, we expect that
approximate comparisons are valid.21,22For simplicity, we utilized
the triplet state of diradical2, which is expected to be nearly
degenerate with a singlet open shell ground state.9,23-24 The results
are summarized in Table 1.

All the H2 additions in Table 1 are predicted to be very
exothermic, including phenylchlorocarbene (7) which is in the
upper range of the series. Thus, overall exothermicity does not
appear to be the reason for the unreactivity of singlet7. Concerted

addition of7 to H2 is calculated to have a barrier of 12.4 kcal/
mol at this level of theory, prohibitively large at cryogenic
temperatures. On the other hand, H-abstractions from H2 by the
triplet carbenes10, 12, and 13, as well as diradical2, are all
predicted to be mildly exothermic with significantly lower energy
barriers. However, the barriers would still be too large for classical
reaction at 30 K. It is well established that radicals and carbenes
can abstract hydrogen from hydrocarbons at extremely low
temperatures via quantum mechanical tunneling (QMT).25 We
propose similarly that QMT facilitates stepwise reaction of2 and
the triplet carbenes with H2. The direct insertion of singlet7 (and
the other singlet carbenes), in contrast, is less facile either because
of the higher classical barrier or because of the lower probability
of QMT involving two hydrogens simultaneously. Finally, the
lack of D2 reactivity is consistent with a tunneling mechanism.

In sum, our results suggest that low-temperature addition of
H2 to triplet carbenes and diradicaloid biscarbenes may be a
general reaction. The most likely pathway is single H-abstraction
via tunneling to give a triplet radical pair, which then combines
following intersystem crossing. We cannot rule out the possibility
of ISC at an earlier point in the reaction sequence, however. In
the case of reactions of diradical2 and carbene13, possible
products from alternate recombination regiochemistries from the
intermediate radical pairs were not observed. The several singlet
carbenes we probed did not react with H2. However, much more
reactive singlet carbenes, such as difluorovinylidine reported by
Sander and co-workers,4 appear to be able to surmount the
restrictions on concerted additions even at very low temperatures.
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Table 1. Energetics of Carbene+ H2 Reactions (kcal/mol) from
(U)B3LYP/6-31G** Calculationsa

carbene
(or biscarbene)

intermediate
RH• + H•

transition
stateb,c

product
RH2

2 -3.6 6.4 -74.2
7 12.4 -80.4

10 -6.1 4.4 -84.9
12 -3.5 5.7 -90.6
13 -3.5 5.4 -68.9

a Corrected for zero-point vibrational energies.b Calculated geom-
etries are given in the Supporting Information.c Relative to H2 +
carbene, calculated for concerted addition for7, and H-abstraction for
the other carbenes listed.
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